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From the President
 In early December, along with many of you, I had the pleasure of 
attending the first All Music Shabbat service in nearly three years. 
Whenever I hear the wonderful voices of Shir Isaiah singing together, I am 
always struck by the elegant beauty of combining many distinct voices 
in harmony. Although my own experience of singing in a choir was too 
many years ago to count, I know that getting that ideal blend of voices 
does not occur without considerable dedication, effort, and practice. Much of my first year as 
President has been focused on getting us to a similar balance within our congregation. How do 
we continue to blend in new voices while still maintaining those connections to our history? 
 In this issue of The Prophet Magazine, we are celebrating “Voices of Experience” by 
highlighting those who have been a part of our Temple Isaiah community for many years. 
This seems appropriate, at a time when our long-time congregants still play an active and 
important role in building our future. Whether they worked tirelessly on our building expansion, 
lead our fundraising efforts, or helped us recruit our first full-time Assistant Rabbi, many of 
those with deep roots to TI’s history have made a strong commitment to ensuring that our next 
50+ years will be as enduring as our first. Looking around our new spaces, one immediately 
notices how seamlessly they blend into our existing structure, as if they were always a part 
of the building. And the selection of Rabbi Amanda K. Weiss to join our clergy team was the 
product of many hours of discussions, to identify just the right individual to connect with our 
entire community, whether younger, older, or anywhere in between. These decisions were 
purposeful and informed in part by the strong culture that has been established over many 
years at TI. Yet even as these experienced individuals keep contributing to our future, I am 
heartened to see that others are also eager to lend their voices — and their own experience 
— to help us move ahead. Our Emerging Leaders program, which started several years ago 
and will begin a new cohort later this year, has already provided a path for some to positions 
on the Board or committees. We know that many others continue to be regularly involved in 
various TI programs and activities, volunteer to step up when needed to deliver a meal to an 
ailing congregant, or participate in the Cold Weather Shelter. Our Preschool continues to thrive 
under new leadership, and Kulanu continues to engage with the next generation of students 
and families. New members continue to express an interest in our auxiliaries, religious school 
programs, social action programs, choir, and more. And so, our Voices of Experience are joined 
by others, who bring their own ideas and experiences to our congregation.
 So how do we find the right mix of voices in our community? Can we make the transition 
as smoothly as the one between the old Sanctuary space and our new Social Hall? These are 
important questions to address in the years ahead. To do so, we must continue to listen to 
the voices of experience while also making every effort to engage those who bring a different 
perspective. Like the choir, we can’t just put the music out in front of everyone and expect them 
to sing together in harmony right away. Yet if we allow our newer voices the time and space to 
blend in with our experienced ones, it will indeed be a beautiful sound. 

 Alex Hoffman
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Yearsby Carol Lewis
An Adult B'nai Mitzvah Class Celebrates

 In the fall of 2017, 16 members of Temple 
Isaiah assembled in a classroom at TI. We 
were embarking on eight months of study, 
which would culminate in our Adult B'nai 
Mitzvah on Saturday, June 23, 2018. We 
were a diverse group. A few of us could read 
Hebrew and had some background in Jewish 
studies; many of us did not. But all of us were 
passionate about wanting to have a B'nai 
Mitzvah as an adult, since for one reason or 
another, we had not had one at age 13.
 During our months of study, we were 
fortunate to be guided and instructed by 
three wonderful teachers: Rabbi Axler, Rabbi 
Plotkin, and Rachel Petroff Kessler. The course 
was divided into three sections. First, Rachel 
taught us about prayer and the order of the 
Erev Shabbat and Shabbat morning services. 
Then Rabbi Plotkin gave us an overview of the 
Five Books of Moses, and finally, Rabbi Axler 
honed in on our Torah portion, Chukat, and 
taught us all about it. 
 As our B'nai Mitzvah date approached, 
we were asked how we wanted to participate 
in the service by reading a prayer, writing a 
short essay on what our B'nai Mitzvah meant 
to us, composing a D'var Torah on the Torah/
Haftarah portion, and/or reading a section of 
the portion from the Torah scroll. All of us took 
an active role in planning this, as well as the 

Kiddush lunch that followed the service.
 On Saturday, June 23, 2018, we excitedly 
took our places on the bimah as members of 
our families, friends, and fellow congregants 
joined us for the service. It was a day we 
will always remember with great pride 
and gratitude. Our classmates had bonded 
throughout our shared B'nai Mitzvah 
experience, and had become our friends.
 Each summer, on or near the anniversary 
of our B'nai Mitzvah, we have had a reunion 
to reconnect with each other. This coming 
June marks our 5th Reunion. To celebrate that 
milestone, members of our class will again 
take part in the service and read from the 
Torah scroll. It is our hope to inspire others 
who are thinking of having an Adult B'nai 
Mitzvah to "take the plunge." It will enrich 
your Jewish knowledge, make you proud of 
your Jewish heritage, and help you make new 
friends among our TI family. It will truly be a 
blessing!
 Please join our class on Friday, June 
30, 2023 at 8pm as we celebrate the 5th 
Anniversary of our B'nai Mitzvah Experience!
 A new Adult B'nai Mitzvah class will begin 
on October 18, 2023 meeting on Wednesdays, 
twice a month, through May. The B'nai Mitzvah 
service will be on June 15, 2024. Email Rachel@
templeisaiah.org for registration info. 

Front row: Director of Lifelong 
Learning Rachel Petroff Kessler, 
Lynn Abramson, Jeanie Lazarov, 
Carol Lewis, Debbie Wofsey, 
Betsy Singer Marcus, Lori Kusher 
Levitas, Mauria Shulman, Rabbi 
Craig Axler. 

Top row: Diana Newman, 
Michelle Stulberger, Liz Hertz, 
Bob Schlessinger, Rob Cahn, 
Arlene Cahn, Jane Morse, Tiffany 
Kavalsky.
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Interview with Alex Hoffman
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Rabbi Amanda K WeissGetting to Know...

Alex Hoffman: Tell us what drew you to becoming 
a rabbi.
Rabbi Weiss: I have always been inspired by 
an exciting and enthusiastic Jewish life. Through 
camp, youth group, college, and graduate school, 
I constantly found myself exploring Jewish spaces, 
concepts, and communities (ask me about being 
the only Reform Jew in an Orthodox yeshiva for 2 
1/2 years!). What really drew me to make the leap, 
however, was the desire to help uplift meaningful 
Jewish life that was accessible, resonant, and 
relevant while empowering others to take 
ownership of their Judaism in their own terms and 
their own time. 
AH: What excites you the most about becoming a 
part of the Temple Isaiah community?
RW: From my first read of the job description, to 
an original online Zoom meeting, to an incredible 
in-person site visit, Temple Isaiah’s core value of 
collaboration came through loud and clear. I am 

truly so excited to meet and learn with and from the Temple Isaiah community, and to grow with 
each member of this phenomenal community under the terrific leadership of Rabbi Craig Axler. 
AH: What do you like to do in your spare time (e.g. hobbies)?
RW: Aside from roaming dog parks with my mini-Bernedoodle Tekiah, I spend my time reading, 
playing piano, baking, sketching, or trying to be entertaining for my nieces Hudson and Parker. 
For fear of sounding too nerdy, I’m also always excited about learning a new skill (I have a 
dream of learning to juggle!), and finding the best ice cream wherever I am! [P.S. hot tip: in 
Brooklyn, it’s at the Chocolate Room]. 

For the first time in our 50+ year history, Temple Isaiah will be welcoming an Assistant Rabbi. 
Amanda K. Weiss was recently ordained from the Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion 
in New York and will be joining Temple Isaiah on July 1, 2023. This is a preview of a full interview 
with her, that will be in our next issue of The Prophet Magazine. You can read more about Rabbi 
Weiss on her website, at https://www.rabbiamandakweiss.com/.
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by Roy & Susan Appletree

 The year 1975 was a landmark for us. It was 48 years ago in 
May of that year that we were married. Just over a month later 
we consciously moved to Columbia to start our married lives 
in James Rouse’s vision of an inclusive New Town community. 

And it was in the same year that we joined Temple Isaiah and 
attended our first High Holiday service. On reflection, all three 

of these events were internally consistent with our separately-
shared experiences of being raised by committed parents within 

strong Reform Jewish homes, but in Pennsylvania cities where we were distinct minorities. 
Our communities are in stark contrast to our friends, who grew up within majority-Jewish 
neighborhoods in Silver Spring, Baltimore, and New York. 
 It turns out that our parents had much in common, even though they wouldn’t meet and 
become friends until decades later. They were native New Yorkers, raised in Jewish Brooklyn 
neighborhoods. Roy’s parents relocated to Erie, Pennsylvania the day after their marriage, and 
Susan’s relocated to Williamsport, Pennsylvania when she was in elementary school. In both 
cases, they left all their friends and families to create a new “Jewish Family” of lifelong friends 
for socializing, and for celebrating holidays, simchas, and sorrows.
 Susan was born in Brooklyn but raised in a Jewish neighborhood on Long Island. At age 
ten, she moved from her Jewish enclave to Williamsport. Her family immediately joined Temple 
Beth HaSholom, a classical Reform congregation founded by German immigrants in 1866. Her 
family were members of a Reform congregation in Long Island, but Williamsport was distinctly 
different. The sanctuary looked like a church with pews and each family had their own pew 
on High Holidays. Schools were not closed on High Holidays, unlike on Long Island. She recalls 
students leaving school to go to catechism classes, unlike Williamsport, where she was the 
student who was considered an outsider for taking off for the High Holidays. Susan eventually 
became BBYO president of the Northeast Council of Pennsylvania in high school. Many 
weekends were spent traveling to other cities to foster her Jewish commitment and community. 
At the same time, she also socialized in a large circle of Jewish friends and classmates. Those 
close friendships remain today.
 Roy was born and raised in Erie. His parents had joined Temple Anshe Hesed, a classical 
Reform congregation founded in 1862 by German immigrants. Roy observed his parents' active 
congregational lives as Temple officers. Roy was an active member of the local NFTY chapter  
and for four formative years, attended the then brand-new Camp Harlam. All this fostered 
Roy’s Jewish commitment.
 Quite clearly, our parents were major influences by setting examples of working and 
volunteering within both the Jewish community and the community at large. They served as 
Presidents of the Temple, in Sisterhood, as a Sunday school teacher, joined Hadassah, and as 
BBYO advisors. They volunteered at public schools and community organizations as well.
 Even our courting and marriage had a strong Jewish influence. Susan’s parents moved to 
Erie while she was living and working in Montgomery County, and Roy was living and working 
in DC. Her parents became neighbors of Roy’s parents, and soon became part of their “Jewish 

Years and 
Counting
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Family.” Rabbi Lewis Littman met both Susan 
and Roy during their visits to Erie. He made 
the long-distance match, and married us in 
1975.
 Our move to Columbia 48 years ago was a 
natural progression to foster our growth within 
the Jewish and Christian community. We 
immediately joined Temple Isaiah and were 
warmly welcomed. The “old folks” were in their 
late 30’s and married with young children. 
At the time our involvement was limited to 
attending Friday night services, especially 
when we took our required turn of setting up 
the bimah in The Meeting House, or to provide 
for the Oneg. Our Temple Isaiah journey began 
with us being among the youngest members. 
Today we are long-standing Renaissance 
members and among the longest continuous 
congregational members.
 When we arrived in Columbia 48 years 
ago, we immediately became involved in 
community activities. Over the years we 
served on village boards, with Roy having 
served on boards ranging from The Columbia 
Association to the Columbia Foundation, 
and our community involvement remains a 
major part of our lives. Susan has volunteered 
weekly at Neighbor Ride since her retirement 
in 2005. Together, we have spent the last 18 
years as coordinators for Prepare for Success, 
providing school supplies for Howard County 
students. We met our earliest and oldest 

friends through these activities, which are still 
a big part of our life.
 It was not until our children, Jacob and 
Jennifer, were born that we became more 
active in TI and the Jewish community at 
large. We were board members at the Temple, 
on the Sisterhood board, were involved with 
the Jewish Community School, and the 
Jewish Federation. Today we continue our 
involvement with Renaissance and Federation. 
Most importantly, our TI family is a critical and 
routine part of our lives. Through TI we met 
our closest friends, who are our local “chosen” 
family. And our daughter, Jennifer Gamiel and 
her husband Zach, are active TI members. 
Jennifer hit the trifecta with three wonderful 
rabbis: Rabbi Fuchs named her, Rabbi Panoff 
performed her Bat Mitzvah and Rabbi Axler 
officiated at her wedding.
 Our parents’ model of active synagogue 
involvement, along with a strong belief in 
Tikkun Olam, fostered our involvement and 
commitment to the Jewish community and the 
larger community.
 Temple Isaiah and Columbia remain 
important to us 48 years later. Columbia 
provided us the opportunity to be involved 
with the community at large with activities 
and relationships with people from all faiths, 
origins, race, and life status. Temple Isaiah 
provides the opportunity to deepen our Jewish 
faith and friendships. 
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Journeys of Discovery
 After meeting in Richmond in 1979, we moved to Dayton, Ohio in early September 1982. 
Dave was beginning a four-year active-duty tour at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base as 
repayment for the Armed Services covering the cost of his Medical School education. As the 
High Holidays were quickly approaching, Dave reached out to the Base Chaplain’s office to find 
out what was offered in the way of services. We were informed that our proximity to Cincinnati, 
just about an hour away, offered the opportunity for students from Hebrew Union College to 
conduct weekly Friday night services, and a once-a-month Shabbat service and discussion 
session. Each year, a senior student was assigned “Wright-Patt” as their pulpit.
 We went to High Holiday services that year and found the Reform service to be warm 
and inviting, and very different from the religious experiences in which each of us were raised. 
Karen was raised in a Christian home, and, while surrounded with love and kindness from 
family and community, she felt that the rigidity of the church left too many people out of God’s 
embrace. Dave grew up in the Orthodox tradition but ultimately found that such a setting made 
Judaism seem remote and unapproachable. His Jewish education and involvement essentially 
stopped when he became a Bar Mitzvah. 
 During our four years at Wright-Patt, we attended services regularly. Between the Friday 
night services and the longer once-a-month Shabbat morning service, we found the Reform 
movement’s approach to be welcoming and passionate about the role of inquiry and study 
in Judaism. During this time, Karen discovered that Reform Judaism, in its inclusivity and 
openness to discussion about connection to “real-world life,” offered the spiritual support, 

by Dave & Karen Zolet
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wisdom, and rationality that was missing from her 
upbringing. Likewise, Dave discovered a Judaism that 
encouraged questioning and debate guided not just 
by tradition, but by modern-day relevance, something 
not experienced in his Orthodox background.
 In August 1986, as Dave completed his Air Force 
tour, we moved to Maryland. We stayed with relatives 
at first, finally settling into our Columbia home in mid-
September (we have not moved since). With the High 
Holidays set for the first week of October that year, 
we again had a small window of time in which to look 
for a spiritual home. With Dave starting a new job, 
Karen took on the responsibility of phoning the local 
Columbia congregations (remember, 1986 was long 
before internet access and websites) to get a sense of 
their character. Karen was excited to find that Temple 
Isaiah seemed very much like the Jewish experience 
we had while at Wright-Patt. In fact, we were invited 
to come to services that Friday as the new rabbi was 
being officially installed. So, our first visit to Temple 
Isaiah was the installation of Rabbi Panoff and we 
knew immediately that we had found our home.
 During the next few months, as we attended 
services regularly and became more involved in 
Temple Isaiah, Karen discussed her decision to convert 
to Judaism with Rabbi Panoff and began the formal 
course of study necessary to complete that enormous 
life change. We both attended the conversion classes 
offered by the Baltimore Board of Rabbis and Karen 
completed her conversion with a trip to the mikvah in 
May 1987.
 Over the years, Temple Isaiah, with its countless 
spiritual, educational, and social opportunities, has 
been at the center of our family life. The congregation 
has been blessed with clergy and educators who truly 
understand the nourishment of all facets of the Jewish 
mind and soul. The warmth and love of Judaism, and 
the encouragement of inquiry and learning that we 
first found at our introduction to Temple Isaiah in 1986, 
has continued to flourish and nurture the growth of 
the individual, and the community in the years since. 
For Karen, who first encountered the appeal of Reform 
Judaism at a military chapel in Ohio in 1982, Temple 
Isaiah has been where her journey of discovery has 
matured into spiritual and mindful fulfillment. At the 
same time, Dave’s discovery that Reform Judaism 
offers an approachable, intellectual, and relevant life 
foundation was the start of his own spiritual journey. 
For both of us, our parallel journeys of discovery began 
at the same place, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in 
Ohio, and have had the same destination at Temple 
Isaiah. 
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by Margie & Denny Rapport

We grew up with similar Jewish backgrounds. Denny’s family belonged 
to an Orthodox shul in a St. Louis suburb and Margie’s family belonged to 
a Conservative congregation near Cleveland. Our home observances were 
similar. Neither family kept kosher, synagogue attendance was spotty, but 

both families took holiday home observances (Passover seders, Hanukkah, 
Rosh Hashanah family dinners) seriously.When we moved to Columbia in 

1974, we joined the Conservative congregation. After a year or two, we felt that 
it wasn’t a good match. We tried Temple Isaiah, and found a spiritual home. We didn’t know anyone in 
the congregation, at the time, but we needed to join a synagogue and thought we’d try this one.
 It’s hard to characterize all the changes that have occurred over that time. The Temple Isaiah we 

joined was still meeting at the Interfaith Center in Wilde Lake. The 
Meeting House was under construction. We had volunteer cantors. 
The only paid staff was our rabbi, Rabbi Fuchs, and perhaps a 
secretary for him. Oneg Shabbats were catered by congregants. 
Our youth got their religious education at the Howard County Jewish 
Community School, an independent school with students from all the 
Columbia congregations, plus unaffiliated families. The school had 
two programs, a twice-weekly program and an “enriched” program 
that met three days a week for students in the B’nai Mitzvah track. 
 Now, of course, the situation is very different. We are in our own 
building that was recently expanded by roughly 20%. We have a 
wonderful professional staff including a Director of Lifelong Learning, 
a Rabbi Educator, Cantorial Soloist, Executive Director, Preschool 
Director, and soon, an Assistant Rabbi. Our High Holiday services 
are no longer in high school auditoriums but in our own facility with 
services geared to families, young people, and the congregation in 

general. The influence of technology, spurred by the pandemic that started in 2020, gives us the ability 
to have hybrid classes and services, where participants who can’t be there in person can join from their 
computers. And the size of our congregation is beyond what anyone could have predicted in the late 
‘70s.
 But we think there has been a more important change over time, that may seem counterintuitive. 
Today’s Temple Isaiah, despite its size, is in fact a friendlier place than the smaller Temple we joined 
more than four decades ago. You might think that a larger synagogue would be impersonal and a small 
one more intimate. Our experience (individual results may vary) is that there are more opportunities to 
find a home in a large synagogue with a rich collection of programs. Our auxiliary groups, Torah study, 
adult education programs, volunteer opportunities with Tzedek Isaiah and other social justice initiatives 
are a few examples of ways that we have found connection with Temple Isaiah, that were just not 
available in the early days. Of course, Shabbat and festival services have become more meaningful with 
the music of Cantor Droller, Shir Isaiah, and the accompaniment of Rabbi Axler’s guitar. 
 Finally, we think it’s important to give credit to the Temple leadership that brought us from essentially 
a chavurah meeting in people’s homes to the synagogue we know today. Without the vision of those 
folks, we could never have reached the place we are now. There is a saying that we use when we finish 
a book of Torah. It is meant to celebrate the book we just finished and look forward to the book in front 
of us. We think this phrase is appropriate when reflecting on our past: “Chazak, Chazak, V'nitchazek — 

Years at 
Temple Isaiah
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 Sixteen DreamBuilders missioners from several 
member religious organizations (Ascension, Christ 
Church, St. Mark’s, Temple Isaiah, and Trinity) traveled 
to Puerto Rico in mid-January to help with the 
renovation of homes damaged by Hurricanes Maria 
and Fiona. This was DreamBuilders’ third mission trip 
to the U.S. territory.
 After unpacking in six Airbnb apartments, 
missioners shopped for groceries at Walmart to make 
meals for the week. Provisions also included sandwich-
making foods, snacks, fruit, and drinks for our on-site 
lunches. It was a huge order! We prepared our dinners 
in a small kitchen and ate meals in the cozy, converted 
carport next to the apartments. 
 DreamBuilders worked with SBP Puerto Rico (a 
disaster relief organization) during the week. We split 
into teams to work on three homes, all in underserved 
communities of the greater San Juan area. Although 
tasks varied from house to house, some similarities 
stood out: elderly long-time homeowners were 
grateful and excited; they’d waited six years for major 
renovations, and had been staying with relatives 
until their repairs were complete. Each house is 
entirely constructed of concrete. Leaking roofs due 
to Hurricane Maria caused severe flooding inside the 
houses. All were in need of exterior paint, including 
metal window louvers and metal security gates or 
fences. DreamBuilders painted interiors; installed a 
kitchen sink and cabinets; framed interior doors; cut 

and laid tiles in the kitchen and bathrooms; chipped 
old tiles in preparation for new; and cleaned up trash 
and yard debris. 
 Our lodging was only a couple of blocks from 
the beach. One of the missioners is also a church 
deacon; she led a sunset Eucharist Service on the 
beach early in the week. The Airbnb apartments were 
conveniently located a few blocks from Temple Beth 
Shalom, Puerto Rico’s Reform Synagogue. The rabbi 
gave DreamBuilders a warm welcome during a lovely 
Friday evening Shabbat Service, followed by an Oneg 
Shabbat. 
 We invited the SBP folks from each project to join 
us at a nearby local restaurant for a mid-week dinner. 
It was a wonderful evening getting to know our SBP 
and Americorps building partners, and a “muchas 
gracias” for the support and friendship of these Puerto 
Ricans during our trips. This has become a tradition for 
DreamBuilders. 
 Our missioners also had an opportunity to take a 
ferry to the island of Vieques, relax on the beach, or 
visit Old San Juan. Puerto Rico’s 80-degree sunshine 
was an improvement over hot and humid weather on 
our May 2022 mission trip to the island.
 The SBP leadership appreciated our work and 
enthusiasm. One of the SBP house project leaders 
said, “Working with DreamBuilders volunteers was an 
example to follow. They are full of energy and wisdom, 
with hearts to serve and help. Thank you!” 

Mission Trip to 
Puerto Rico

by Buck Lyon-Vaiden and Amy Levitt
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by Rabbi Craig Axler
 There are many practices that define Judaism against the prevailing cultural practices, both 
here in America and throughout the ages, which make being a part of the Jewish community 
almost a counter-cultural act. One of those is the insistence that we remember our loved ones 
and our community leaders not primarily on their birthdays, but rather on their yahrzeits — 
the anniversary of their deaths. This is not meant to be an act of sadness or grief, but rather 

the very opposite. It is to say 
that an individual’s birthday 
simply records the day that 
person entered into the world. 
And what, really, has a baby 
ever accomplished (aside from 
thrilling the hearts of parents and 
grandparents)? But on the day 
a person has left this life, their 
existence becomes a completed 
“work of art” (as I spoke about 
on Yom Kippur this past year). 
The idea is that the yahrzeit is 
an opportunity to celebrate the 
whole span of a person’s life and 
accomplishments, their full story.
 Practices associated with 
observing a loved one’s yahrzeit 
include lighting a 24-hour candle 

in the home, perhaps connecting with your mutual loved ones to remember and tell a story, and 
joining in saying the Mourner’s Kaddish in memory of the individual. For many, the yahrzeit is 
also an occasion to make special effort to come to synagogue, to join with community and hear 
the name of their loved one mentioned aloud at the end of services. Sometimes, the names 
recited are not actually connected to a living relative, but rather are listed on our kaddish list 
as Perpetual Memory. What this means is that the memory of that individual has become 
the collective and permanent responsibility of our congregation by virtue of their names and 
yahrzeit being listed on plaques in our Memorial Alcove.
 As you may be aware, part of our extraordinary expansion and renovation project that was 
recently completed was the relocation and dramatic redesign of our Memorial Alcove, from the 
small nook at the rear of the sanctuary to the full right-forward corner of the sanctuary. The 
new space is beautifully clad in Jerusalem stone from floor to ceiling, mirroring the design of 
our Holy Ark. New memorial boards were constructed and the existing plaques from our alcove 
were relocated and rearranged on the new boards. The beautiful Ner Tamid (eternal light) from 
our original alcove has been re-installed, and is mirrored by a quote from the prophet Isaiah, as 
well as a new digital memorial screen that rotates slides of the week’s yahrzeits, the recently 
departed members of our community (for the full 30 days of sh’loshim) as well as inspirational 
quotes and images. This new space most certainly creates a holy addition to our sanctuary 
worthy of honoring the memory of our departed loved ones.
 But “where did this custom of memorial plaques and boards even come from?” is a question 
I’ve been asked by numerous individuals following this renovation and our promotion of adding 
one’s relatives to these boards. In short, the history of memorial plaques is somewhat shrouded 

Memorial Alcove
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in mystery, though many scholars believe that it originates in 
synagogues in Europe following the events of the Crusades. 
Particularly, the Rhineland Massacres that took place in 1096, 
which left such devastating loss and destruction in the Jewish 
communities along the Rhine, resulted in the need among that 
community to invent ways to memorialize the individuals whose 
lives were cut short by this violent campaign. The results included 
popularizing and expanding the Yizkor liturgy which we read 
on Yom Kippur and the three Festival holidays, as well as the 
development of Memorbuchen (memorial books in which prayers 
of mourning and the names of the deceased of a community 
were recorded). It is likely that this moment of communal tragic 
loss led to the impulse to include our loved one’s names in a 
permanent way etched onto the walls of our sacred spaces. The 
popularization of memorial boards and plaques seems to have 
grown widely in synagogues in the United States over the 18th 
and 19th centuries, as it is a practice across denominations and 
in all regions of the country.
 I was recently attending a family simcha at a large and 
historic synagogue in another city. Founded in 1886, this 
congregation has moved homes many times. However, the 
memorial plaques — thousands of them — have travelled with 
the congregation as they moved from one space to another. I was 
struck by the act of preservation of memory that is symbolized 
by permanently affixing in bronze the English and Hebrew 
names as well as yahrzeit date of an individual. When I read 
the name of someone whose plaque falls under the category of 
Perpetual Memory, I can often see the wave of recognition pass 
over the congregation, as a loved member of our community’s 
name lives on in the recitation at Yizkor and on yahrzeit. When I 
see members of the congregation gather at the memorial boards 
in advance of or after a service, I immediately know they have 
gathered with an additional sacred purpose. Now eleven years 
into my service at Temple Isaiah, I am more and more aware of 
the details of the lives of the names I have the honor of reciting 
at these times as well.
 It is my hope that our newly renovated Memorial Alcove will 
stand as a testament to the stories of the lives reflected in the 
names and dates that cling to our walls. If you have interest 
in preserving the memory of your loved ones there, or the pre-
planning act of ensuring that your own memory will attach to 
our walls (many, many, many years from now!!!), be in touch with 
the Temple Isaiah office and they will respond to your inquiry. 
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A Grows in Minnesota and MarylandMe

by 
Marilyn Handwerger
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 A number of years ago, Moment 
Magazine published an article entitled “A 
Me Grows in Dayton.” The author grew up in 
Brooklyn in a Jewish neighborhood. She did 
not feel compelled to do anything to be Jewish 
because she was surrounded by everything 
Jewish. When she moved to Dayton, Ohio, she 
found herself surrounded by a predominantly 
Christian world. This led to the emergence of 
her Jewish identity and her efforts to teach her 
children more about their heritage — thus the 
title “A Me Grows in Dayton.”
 I experienced similar growth in my Jewish 
identity when our family (myself, husband 
Barry, and our two young children) moved to 
Minnesota after living on the East Coast our 
entire lives. Jewish life with family and friends 
surrounded us on the East Coast. Like the 
Moment Magazine author, I did not need to 
make much of an effort to feel Jewish. 
 I was in for a big surprise when we moved 
to St. Paul, Minnesota. Although we lived 
in Highland Park, what is considered the 
“Jewish“ area of St. Paul, in reality we were 
surrounded by a predominantly Christian 
community. We realized that we had to 
make some big changes in our lives, so that 
our children could understand their Jewish 
heritage. We sent them to Hebrew school, 
joined a synagogue (chavurah) and started 
to have Shabbat dinners at our home every 
Friday night. Joining a synagogue provided us 
with a spiritual home and a community where 
we developed friendships that continue to this 
day. I started to learn more about my religion 
since, up until then, my Jewish education was 
limited. 
 In 1978, my husband decided to attend 
a scientific conference in Beersheva, Israel; 
it was our first trip to the Holy Land, and we 
were able to spend some time touring Israel 
before and after the conference. Of course, 
while in Jerusalem, we visited the Western 
Wall. In a million years, I could never have 
anticipated my emotional reaction. When 
I saw the Western Wall, tears fell from my 
eyes; I felt like I had returned home. My Jewish 
identity was growing…
 After our return, I was asked to deliver 
our synagogue’s sermon on Yom Kippur, 
which included talking about our trip and the 
pathways to redemption. Terrified, I hit the 
textbooks. One of the most important things 

I learned was that my participation in the 
service gave me a deeper understanding and 
appreciation of the High Holy Day prayers. No 
longer were they words that I repeated, but 
words filled with meaning. 
 But another factor, what I called my “dark 
days,” slowly strengthened my Jewish identity. 
In the midst of living in the very progressive 
Minneapolis-St. Paul area for seven years and 
in very conservative Rochester, Minnesota for 
four years, I experienced “in your face” anti-
Semitism, something I rarely experienced on 
the East Coast.
 As a parent, what do you do when you hear 
your daughter’s Christian best friend tell her 
that “the Jews killed G-d”? I was very upset, 
first telling the children that the Jews did not 
kill G-d. I then consulted with the head of the 
St. Paul Jewish Community Center who told 
me about Vatican II and its efforts to change 
Catholic teachings. Finally I tried to talk with 
the child’s mother who grew up Catholic in 
Korea and was a good friend. Even after I 
mentioned Vatican II, she brushed the whole 
thing off and I realized there was nothing else I 
could do. In recalling the incident, I still feel my 
anger and frustration. However, I remained 
friends with her, realizing that I could not let 
this incident ruin the relationship. I felt that my 
friend was ignorant rather than malicious. She 
had not even known about the Holocaust until 
she viewed a mini-series on television.
 Another incident occurred at a meeting of 
the University of Minnesota Medical School 
Wives Club, where I headed a committee to 
arrange a staff picnic. The date picked was 
late afternoon before the start of Yom Kippur. 
Despite my protests that this day was not 
appropriate, I was overruled. I left the meeting 
upset, but decided to call a few Jewish 
friends who were on the faculty to discuss 
my concern. All of my friends agreed with me 
and wanted the date of the picnic changed. I 
then discussed the situation with the wife of 
the head of medicine who also agreed with 
me. The date was changed, although I had 
to laugh when she suggested that we could 
serve a nice, big ham at the picnic!
 But these incidents pale with the 
experiences we encountered in Rochester, 
Minnesota. Here is the most difficult of many 
examples:
 Moving to a small town in a rural area 
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was not easy for our family. There was a very small 
Jewish community and one synagogue. If I wanted my 
children to go to Sunday School, I had to teach. Our 
two children were the only Jews at their elementary 
school. In October, a few months after we moved to 
Rochester, our son arrived home upset because the 
music teacher was preparing the children for the 
December Christmas concert and he was forced to 
sing “Sweet Baby Jesus.” Other Jewish children at 
another school were told to sit in the hallway under 
the coat rack when they refused to sing the song.
 As we investigated the incident, we learned that 
the State of Minnesota had established guidelines for 
the teaching of religion in the schools. Essentially, the 
guideline said that it was not okay to teach religion 
but it was okay to teach a unit about religion if it 
included the song and traditions of other religions. The 
Rochester school system was considering adoption 
of the state guidelines. The Jewish community, in 
joining hands with evangelical Christians who felt that 
Christmas had become secularized and did not want 
religion taught in the schools, advocated at the Board 
of Education for the adoption of the state guidelines. 
Soon afterwards, the Board of Education adopted the 
guidelines.
 When this decision became known, the Rochester 
community exploded. A wave of anti-Semitism hit. At 
my children’s school, the secretary said to me “Isn’t it 
a shame they are taking Christmas away from us?” I 
turned away and did not say a thing, feeling it was 
useless and possibly detrimental to my children.
 Students at my son’s high school walked out of 
class in protest. The newspaper published angry 
letters protesting the new guidelines. The local TV 
station ran an inaccurate story about the adoption 
of the guidelines, never mentioning that the Jewish 
community had partnered with the evangelical 
Christian community in advocating for the adoption 
of the state guidelines, and the reasons behind it. In 
ending the broadcast, they panned in on a picture of 
our Rabbi, saying that he was “the grinch who stole 
Christmas.” We were astonished at what we were 
seeing on television. My husband and I discussed our 
approach and agreed that my husband would tactfully 
approach the station manager. The manager then 
promptly chewed out his staff for the extraordinarily-
biased broadcast.
 Every day, all we could feel was tension and we 
could not wait for the end of the holiday season. 
 However, I learned a valuable lesson from this 

experience. After the holiday, we contacted the Anti-
Defamation League in Minneapolis who spoke to 
members of the Jewish community at our home. He 
told us that he thought the community explosion was 
a good thing! He explained that whenever major social 
change comes about, there must be a big reaction and 
this was good for the community to get it out in the 
open. He was convinced that the community would 
calm down and adjust by the following year. It was 
a valuable but difficult lesson to learn. It gave me a 
whole new perspective on our “dark days.” 
 During those days, I often thought about Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr.’s statement: 

“The ultimate measure of a man is not where he 
stands in moments of comfort and convenience, 
but where he stands at times of challenge and 
controversy.”

 I know that I developed a stronger Jewish identity 
over those 11 years in Minnesota — enough to have 
the strength to confront the anti-Semitism that crossed 
my path. I can honestly say “a me grew in Minnesota.”
 When we moved to Ellicott City (I heaved a big sigh 
of relief upon leaving Rochester) and joined Temple 
Isaiah, my spiritual journey continued and a “me” 
continued to grow in Maryland.
 Here are some examples. Feeling that I had 
“unfinished business “ in my Jewish education, I studied 
Hebrew language and joined the first adult B’nai 
Mitzvah class offered at Temple Isaiah. Anxious as I 
was waiting to stand at the bimah, I pushed myself 
to learn my share of the Torah portion and prayers in 
Hebrew. This step would not have been possible for 
me earlier in my life. 
 Later I took the plunge and joined Shir Isaiah, a 
big step for a person like me who had a limited Jewish 
education (and no choir experience). It has been such 
a rewarding experience to work with this group. There 
is something incredibly spiritual about singing. I agree 
wholeheartedly with St. Augustine: “singing is like 
praying twice.”  
 Finally, I have learned the true meaning of Tikkun 
Olam, repair of the world. I would like to thank Rabbi 
Axler and the entire TI community for all the support 
they have given me in my times of need. In return, I have 
made an effort to “give back” to our Temple members, 
as well as the greater Howard County community, 
through my volunteer work.
 Certainly, as I look back on my life, a “me” has 
grown in Minnesota and Maryland. 
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MatzohBall by the Numbers

Temple Isaiah DreamBuilders GrassRoots HopeWorks Ellicott City 
Recovery

TOTAL

$20,000 $20,000

$19,350 $19,350

$8,000 $2,500 $2,000 $2,000 $14,500

$23,500 $23,500

$14,750 $14,750

$10,000 $3,600 $3,200 $3,200 $20,000

$10,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $22,000

$25,000 $25,000

$10,000 $7,500 $2,500 $20,000

$8,000 $3,500 $2,500 $2,000 $1,200 $17,200

$9,000 $3,000 $4,000 $3,000 $19,000

$21,000 $21,000

$5,837 $5,000 $2,100 $2,100 $15,037

$10,000 $4,000 $3,000 $3,000 $20,000

$10,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $19,000

Started in 2004, the MatzohBall 5k & 1k Fun Run is now in its 19th year of 
bringing Howard County residents together for a day of fun, exercise, and 

tzedakah that benefits Temple Isaiah and community non-profits. 

Grand Total (so far!)
$271,337
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 In 1969 before the first traffic light was installed, my family moved from Pittsburgh to 
Columbia, Maryland. Childhood recollections of navigating winding bike paths, ice skating 
on Wilde Lake with friends, and overnight camping in the woods near Hobbit’s Glen Golf 
Course are joyful memories. Neighborhood friends and I happily disappeared outdoors 
with minimal supervision where we played and roamed until dinnertime. We didn’t lock our 
doors in those days. In the early 1970s, notable events for a kid like 
me included the Banneker Fire Station grand opening and breaking 
of ground for the Mall in Columbia. 
 Joining the Columbia experiment implied willingness to seek 
opportunity, to re-think traditional approaches, and to remain 
open to change. For Jews and other minorities, it was a gamble. Jim 
Rouse’s vision of interfaith centers, where religious groups share 
ownership of communal space is designed for facility scheduling, 
cost sharing, and flexibility. Early on, the concept worked to the 
advantage of families like mine — pioneers with young children and a first mortgage. 
Newcomers embraced the notion that people, their worship, and their deeds (rather than 
brick and mortar) defined flocks. Jewish adults contemplated the role of religion in the new 
town. Some individuals hoped to replicate synagogue life from elsewhere; others yearned 
to interpret Jewish teachings in a framework suited to the era. 
 My parents, Marge and Clive Pinsker, were somewhere in between. We celebrated 
Jewish holidays in our home, and at times, informally among friends. Yet the prospect of 
creating a community of Jews in Howard County based on Reform Jewish values evolved 
into a priority for my parents. Other flavors of Judaism also simmered in Howard County. 
Six young couples, including my parents, gathered at our home to discuss a way forward. 
Having shared opinions and debated all angles, this particular group reached consensus: 
a Reform congregation, affiliated with [what is now] URJ, would hopefully appeal to Jews 
contemplating a move to the new town. My mom placed an announcement in the small 
Columbia newsletter (before the Columbia Flier.) The notice of a meeting at Slayton House 
in the Wilde Lake Village Center — plus word of mouth — drew a significant turnout. With 
collective enthusiasm and volunteers to lead the effort, plans advanced. At some point, 
my dad helped coordinate the documents establishing Temple Isaiah as a legal entity, and 
sought Rabbi Dick Sternberger z”l to assist and guide the start-up. I was eight years old 
and oblivious to these developments. 
 This I know: once a month, we gathered in the Jewish Worship Room at Wilde Lake 
Interfaith Center for a Friday night lay service. TI’s hand-crafted Magen David Torah ark 
rode atop a wheeled base for portability. Those early Oneg Shabbats became an important 
element of the program. They presented an opportunity for adults to welcome newcomers, 
shmooze, and build community — while we kids helped ourselves to the homemade cookies 
and added to the noise. Countless people had come together to support the Temple. Our 
fledgling congregation looked after one another. When my dad drove the Brills z”l home 
following services, I remember often riding along. TI membership quickly outgrew the 
Worship Room and moved to the Meeting House in Oakland Mills. 
 Over the years, many people contributed to the success of TI, which continues to flourish 
in Fulton. My gratitude to each of them is immense. (Fun fact: TI friends introduced Ben 
and me, 38 years ago!) Three generations of my family have celebrated our blessings with 
TI members for baby namings, brit milah, confirmations (mine included), bar mitzvahs, 
weddings, and funerals. Through TI, my Jewish roots blossomed into a core part of my 
identity, and those roots continue to shape our family’s lives. 

Photo: Amy (Pinsker) Levitt and her 1978 Confirmation Class' Havdalah Service.

Taking a Chance on a
by Amy Levitt

Planned Community
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Bits&Pieces
Who’s Who      Temple Isaiah

in the very first preschool class, Mommy & Me, 
run by Renée Panoff in the Meeting House. 
The next year TI moved into its new building 
in Fulton and Darcy was in the 2s, which was 
the last class Renée taught before becoming 
the full-time Preschool Director. After several 
months of telling Morah Renée that I really 
didn’t think I wanted to be a preschool teacher 
(Renée was notorious for not taking No for 
an answer!), I found myself as the long-term 
sub in Darcy’s 3s class, then the permanent 
assistant in the 4s the following year. I like 
to joke that Darcy graduated that year, but I 
never did! After a few years in the preschool, 
I made my way into the office and have held 
a variety of positions, Assistant to the TIRS 
Director (back when that was the name of the 
religious school), Assistant to the Bookkeeper, 
School Registrar, Communications, 
Administrative Assistant, and now Office 
Manager! So, what I love most about being 
at TI is that I’ve been able to try so many 
different things and meet so many different 
people. I love when congregants stop by my 
desk to chat, I love watching our preschoolers 
become B’nai Mitzvah, I love watching our 
membership grow and our building along with 
it! But mostly I love the people that I work 
with. I’m blessed to work with a group of 
people who genuinely care about each other, 
who when they say they’ve got your back 
really mean it. I count myself lucky every day 
that I get to come to work at TI! 

In the Next Issue...

Welcoming

Name: Beth Luntz
Family: Husband: Bryan, Son: Adam, 
Daughter: Darcy
Hometown: Randallstown, MD
Position at Temple Isaiah: Office Manager
Worked Here Since: 2006
People Can Come to Me If They Have 
Questions About: Just about anything, if I 
don’t know the answer I usually know where 
to get it. But my specific areas of expertise are 
billing and ShulCloud.  
Why I love being at TI: I started at TI when my 
daughter was ready for preschool. We were 

Did you 
Know?

 Our new website is up! Check out the  
video and the homepage carousel of  
important and hard-to-find pages.
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New and Returning Members!
Zachary & Vicki Albert 

Leni and Ryder

Stephen Bacon & Stacey Oken 
Jack and Bennett

Michael & Marilyn Binder

Mark & Gail Blacker

Larry & Carol Bodin

Beth Carchman & Terry Kleeman

Ian & Marina Carchman 
Theodore and Benjamin

Barton & Josiane Cobert

Gordon & Rachel Cohen 
Bayla, Ruby, and Harrison

Kevin & Robyn Dennis

John Favara & Jessica Elin 
Leo and Ronin

Chad & Amanda Gazan 
Dylan and Carter

Devon Gluck & Ann Liew

Ira & Julie Kaplan

Jeffrey & Jennifer Katz

David Krobinetz & Nancy Phillips

Joseph & Candace Levy 
Charlotte and Juliette

Diane Lurie

Alexandra Morgan 
Franki

Matthew & Tamara Nyers 
Vera, Aaron, and Benjamin

Tony & Amanda Pasciuto 
Samantha and Allison

Jonathan & Alyssa Polovoy 
Asher and Zachary

Aaron & Rachel Raful 
Ian

Jessica & Abdo Roffe 
Sammy

Neville & Amy Shane 
Daisy and Damien

Robert Thorner & Cynthia Lifson

Leslie Topus

Mark & Debra Udey

Jay & Judy Weil

John Woog

Missed an Issue of The Prophet?
If you received an issue of  
The Prophet magazine and it 
somehow ended up in the "circular 
file" before you got a chance 
to read it, you can find it on our 
website on the archives page.

templeisaiah.org/who-we-are-our-mission-and-values/the-prophet/



Number of Bonim  
(PreK-3rd Grade students) 

179
Number of Olim  

(4th–6th Grade students) 

118
Number of Gesher (7th Grade)  
and Next Dor (8th–12th Grade) 

78
Number of Teachers

27
Number of Madrichim  

(teen assistants)

30

Temple Isaiah
12200 Scaggsville Rd.
Fulton, MD 20759

Temple Isaiah Board of 
Trustees 2022–23

Alex Hoffman
President

Michelle Ostroff
Executive VP

Richard Slavkin
Financial VP
and Treasurer

Jessica Cade
Membership VP

Morey Kogul
Ritual Practices VP

Matt Weil
Communications VP

Felicia Hulit
Secretary

Deanna Putterman
TIPPS Representative

Aaron Brodsky
Kulanu Representative

Larry Levin
Men’s Club

Sue Tafler
Sisterhood

David Glenn
Trustee

Mitch Kavalsky
Trustee

Karen Zolet
Trustee

Gary Perolman
Immediate
Past President
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KULANU BY THE NUMBERS

Registered 
Kulanu Students 2022–23

2022–23

2021–22

2020–21

Kulanu had another successful year in 2022–23, while the numbers below 
represent great success, the real impact of Kulanu is measured by the  

smiles on the faces of our students and teachers every Sunday.


